DPT031: Something's Different #1.5
Across
1 Date that Florida reptiles represent
with one verticle scratch mark
16 Live inside a 90s health nut's
breakfast
17 Hard-to-notice muscle car add-ons
18 "My parents named me after a
Chinese board game and it's my
duty to look after R&B star Macy"
19 Strange attribute of Netflix's
competitor Hu
20 Dilemma that a cannibalistic cop
might experience when
encountering a lawbreaker
21 Buy a spare with a spare, perhaps
24 "Hey, look!" archaically
25 Lines of shrubs that border a
run-down neighborhood
28 Actress Merman gets noticeably
older whenever she uses molly
29 Keeps an elite school's funds out of
the sun
30 "Gonna cost ___ arm and a leg"
(slightly shortened text)
31 ___ dieter a scarf (makes some
warm clothing for someone going
off carbs and sugar)
32 What someone who's against a
certain scouring pad company wants
to do
35 Russia pre-1991, when they used
upsilons instead of 'U's
36 The stack of defunct home video
releases I'm holding
39 Mecca pilgrim ignited a particularly
thick-headed version of Prez 43
40 Opening line of "Ode to a
Heartbroken Amtrak Train"
41 Dance instructor's half-hearted
suggestion to help an insomniac
student get tired before bed
Down
1 "Hey, green psychotropic drink, you
need to take Radiohead's Yorke to
court!"
2 "When I laugh online I prefer to
type the name of comics legend
Stan ___, which confuses my
friends"
3 Tell an untruth with hearty insincerity
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4 "We were all just sitting there and
then ___ the plodding walker"
5 "I shout ___ million times whenever
I'm frustrated"
6 ___ kadabry (Appalachian
magician's catchphrase)
7 Keeping confident about
Muhammad Ali's daughter
8 "Horse's foodstuff is possessed by
Satan." via telegraph
9 Good thing to know if you ever feel
you haven't done enough to merit
new genetic messenger strands
10 Punishes the paleontologist on
"Friends" like a god
11 "I knew him really well, so Mr.
Brynner will always be ___ me"
12 Son-of-a-bee, say
13 Title of a book about an act of arson
whose perpetrator was senility itself
14 Call director Sidney or his daughter
Jenny on one of their mobile
phones
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15 Obstructing Justice Sonia
22 Euler's constant for snaky swimmers
23 Cast-iron pan that bag-checkers use
to cook steak and eggs
26 What you might earn after a year or
two of graduate humanities studies
27 2.54 centimeters of soot and smog,
say
33 Coming after A, occupationally
speaking
34 Subject line of an email between
grammar nerds about a first-person
possessive contraction
37 What Richard Nixon has in common
with wordniks?
38 $1K in confiscated drug money,
perhaps

